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Chapter 1
CASEis popular, but not a success

For most organisations, the
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benefits of CASE are
proving elusive

Development departments are under increasing pressure to
improveboththerate of delivery andthe quality ofthe applications
that they produce. Computer-aided software engineering (CASE)
tools promise to meet this shortfall in development productivity
and quality. The benefits claimed by CASE suppliers range from
ten-fold productivity improvements,to applications developed with
zero errors, and almost every claim is accompanied by examples
of how various organisations have achieved these benefits.
Adopting CASE is, however, an expensive undertaking and
organisations therefore need to be sure that the scale of the
benefits will justify the large and long-term investmentthatwill
be required. Very few organisations are, in fact, achieving
significant benefits; for most, the promises are proving very elusive
and the obstacles insuperable. According to recent reports in the
press, someare currently reassessing their decision to adopt CASE,
or are abandoningit altogether(see Figure 1.1).
 
Figure 1.1 The potential problems with CASE are beginningto be realised

 Dun & Bradstreet, oneof the world☂s largest software providers, recently
completed a year-long evaluation of over 100 CASE products and failed to find
any robust enoughto build future packages.It concluded that the major
weaknessesof CASEwereits inability to achieve cross-platform consistency,
insufficient improvementin software quality and inadequate speed-upin
developmenttime.
 
BP Oil recently replaced Information Engineering Workbench(IEW)from
KnowledgeWare with PREDICT-CASEfrom Software AG. The dealis alleged to
be worth £500,000.
 

British Gas, which, as a corporation,is understood to have madea strategic
commitmentto IEFin one of the biggest CASE deals signed to date,is now
reviewing thesituation. British Gas North Thames and South Eastern undertook
a complete rewrite of their corporate systems.It is now believed that the
projects were too ambitious andthat they have been hampered by
shortcomings of IEF, such as problemswith version control.
 
American Express,the USfinancial services company,is reviewingits use of
IEF. American Express has beenusing IEF since 1988 andit is currently being
used on a multimillion-dollar redesign of its computer systems. The companyis
now questioning how appropriate IEFis to the tasks being carried out.  
 

Our research shows that most organisations are not yet in a
position to exploit CASE tools fully ♥ especially the front-end
planning and design tools. We strongly recommend that PEP
members do not adopt CASE until they are able to show, by
assessingtheir readiness,that the benefits will accrue. Until then,
their limited resources are better spent elsewhere within the
development department.
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For those that are ready, CASE need not be a disappointing and
wasteful experiment. To get the most out of what is undoubtedly
an expensive undertaking, however, managers will have to be
preparedto be rigorous and uncompromisingin their approach to
CASEandin the way they continue to monitor and support it once
it is in place.
CASEtools werefirst introduced more than 15 years ago, and since
then, the term has been extendedto include manydifferent types
of tools. Those classified as CASE for the purposesofthis paper are
listed in Figure 1.2. There are CASEtools that cross the boundaries
of, and lie outside, this classification ♥ for example, reverse-
engineering tools, which are specialised support tools for the CASE
environment that require special attention and different
initiatives, are excluded. We believe, however, that it covers
virtually all the CASE tools used by PEP memberstoday.
 

Figure 1.2 Manytypesoftools are included in the term CASE

 

 

Typeof tool Description Examples
Strategy planning

|

Provide computerised support for

|

Strategic Plannertools the planning and high-level control

|

TETRARCH 1
of the developmentresources Prism

Front-end tools Provide computerised support Exceleratorfor the analysis, design and Auto-Mate Plus
documentation of applications DesignAid

Back-endtools Provide computerised support APS
for the construction of applications Telon

Delta
Life-cycle tools Provide computerised support in

|

IEW
an integrated manner across PACBASE
several stagesof the develop- CASE*
mentlife cycle

Project-manage-

|

Provide computerised support PMW.menttools for the managementof projects CA-SuperProject
Wings        

Despite the high costs, CASE is provingvery popular
Oneof the few facts that is proven about CASE in general is thatthe costs are high. Although there are some PC-based CASE toolsthat are relatively inexpensive ♥ for instance, the front-endtool,EasyCASEPlus,from The Software Construction Company, whichcosts £190 ♥ most cost about £4,000 peruser. The cheapertools areaimedat standalone PC developmentandtendto lack thefacilitiesrequired by large development departments. Generale Bank,oneof the largest banks in Belgium, has spent over £500,000 adoptingAPS,the code generator from Intersolv, and IEW,the InformationEngineering Workbench from KnowledgeWare, during the past18 months ♥ an average cost of nearly £2,000 per developer peryear. Similar costs have been reported in the United States, withan average cost per developerof£4,000 per year for a developmentdepartment with 200 staff. One consulting firm is telling majorIBM clients that, with a full CASE environment, it will cost

Good managementis required to
get the best from CASE

Most CASEtools are expensive
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There is an enormous and
increasing range ofCASE

products available

The use of CASEtools often results
in a decrease in productivity

and quality

PEP membersare facing many
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problems with CASE

Chapter 1 CASE is popular, but not a success

$10 million to write their first MVS repository-based application
($4 million on software and hardware and $6 million on people).
Nevertheless, many organisations, tempted by the promises of
major gains in productivity and quality, have adopted CASE. Most
PEP members(88per cent ofthe respondentsto the surveyfor this
paper) make some use of CASE, although the percentage of the
development workload supported by CASE is quite low (27 per
cent). This trend is confirmed by a survey of 300 organisations in
the United States; 80 per cent were using CASE, but only 10 per
cent of the workload was supportedbyit.
The popularity of the tools is clearly reflected in CASE sales
worldwide, which have increased nearly four-fold since 1987, and
were estimated at $750 million in 1990. With such a large market,
it is not surprising that there is an enormousrangeofproducts on
offer (over 1,000 according to a recent survey) and that new ones
are constantly appearing ♥ at peak, about 100 announcementsof
new CASEproducts/versions each month.

Most organisations arenot realising
the promised benefits
Ourresearch has shown that high levels of benefit are not being
achieved by the majority of organisations. We surveyed PEP
members to compare the levels of benefit that they expected to
achieve and whatthey actually realised with CASE.For 70per cent
of the members, the levels of benefit achieved with CASE were
lower than expected, in all areas.
Detailed analysis across the whole membership showed that
benefits exceeded expectations in only one area ♥ upgrading the
skills and knowledge of systems staff. CASE had not provided
benefits above the expected levels in terms of reduced costs,
speedier delivery, or reduced maintenanceeffort ♥ all areas in
which CASE suppliers and experts claim that great savings can
be made. The detailed results of our questionnaire on benefits
are shownoverleaf, in Figure 1.3. Analysis of the PEP database,
discussed in detail in Chapter2, verified these results and quanti-
fiably demonstrated that the useof front-end CASEtools typically
results in a decrease in productivity and quality.
The disappointed expectationsofour respondents can be explained
by the fact that CASE benefits are being oversold and that PEP
membersare still encountering a whole range of problems with
CASE. Five of the problems most frequently quoted during our
research are discussed below. They are similar to those reported
by the CASE Research Corporation in a survey carried out in late
1989 of270 medium-to-large IBM mainframe-basedorganisations.
The full results of this part of the survey are shown in Figure 1.4,
also overleaf.
Lack of long-term commitment. CASE tools require long-term
commitment for any real benefits to be achieved. At the heart of
most CASEtools is some form ofdatabase in which the information
used by the tool is stored. These databases are known as data
dictionaries or repositories. Before many CASE tools yield notice-
able benefits, these dictionaries needed to contain a reasonable
amount of information. As the use of CASE increases, the in-
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Figure 1.3 The perceivedlevels of benefit associated with CASE are much
lower than expected

Percentage below Percentage above
expectation expectation

Benefits 40 30 20 10 0 10 20

Speed up the development process
Reducethe overall cost of systems
development
Improve the quality of systems
Reducetheeffort to maintain systems
Make systems more responsive to
strategic business needs
Standardise the methods and
procedures used
Support information engineering or
other approaches
Reduce the numberofstaff
required to develop systems
Gain knowledgeof the business
and documentit
Upgradetheskills and knowledgeof currentstaff
(Source: Survey of PEP members)
 

 

Figure 1.4 There are still many problems with CASE

Percentage of 253 respondents
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Problems
Lackof long-term managementcommitment
Inadequate organisationalresources
Lack of integration withexisting tools
Lackofproofof value of CASE
Developers☂inexperience
with CASE
Lack of method
Fear of change
Incompatibility with existingPractices
Other (Source: CASE ResearchCorporation)   
formation in the dictionary becomesincreasingly critical to themaintenance of the applications. Thus, in deciding to move to
CASE,theorganisation is committing to the dictionary,in the longterm, to support the maintenanceofits applications.
One organisation had difficulty maintaining commitment forCASE,and in 1989, stopped generating applications with IEF fromJames Martin Associates (now JMAInformation Engineering) after
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is a benefit multiplier,
not a benefit generator

Chapter 1 CASE is popular, but not a success

investing approximately £300,000 in the product over the previous
one-and-a-half years. Having haddifficulty using the product on
several developments, it decided to use IEF only for the initial
planning stages of a developmentproject. Both the company and
JMA blamed many factors, including a lack of management
commitment. The technical development managersaid that while
he had no argument about the tool itself, the development
department wished,in retrospect, that it had not gone downthis
particular path. It had underestimated thecosts, the impact and
the need for consultancy andtraining.
Inadequate organisational resources. Many organisations fail to
provide the resources and expertise required to support the use of
CASEtools within their development department. Experts will be
needed to support the technology, which includes the hardware,
the software and the method. Experts, such as database admin-
istrators and controllers, will be needed to control the use ofCASE,
and the whole CASE environment will need to be managed and
developed. Without such organisational support, the use of CASE
mayeither be restricted or work may be duplicated by otherstaff,
thus creating extra work to consolidate it. CCHA Housing, a UK-
based housingassociation, believes that it made a mistake in not
appointing a database administratorat the outset. It used Synon;
each modeller constructed his own model, all of which subse-
quently had to be combined, which meant that many duplications
had to be sorted out.
Lackofintegration with existing tools. Although manyofthetools
in the CASE environmentare integrated in some manner,there is
little supportfor linking CASEtoolsto existingtools such as fourth-
generation languages and certain third-generation languages.
This may mean that the use of CASE tools is limited to new
developmentsor to a particular area of development within the
business. Re-engineering tools promise to help in this area by
automatically translating old applications, developed with existing
tools, into the CASE environment. Various formsofre-engineering
tools are gradually being adopted, but they are not fully automated
and they require a considerable amount of human intervention.
Re-engineeringisstill a long way from widespread acceptance.
Lack ofproofof the value of CASE. Despite the impressive claims
madefor CASE,the benefits have been difficult to prove in many
organisations, partly because appropriate measurement pro-
grammes have not been in place to monitor what happens, and
partly because CASEis primarily a benefit multiplier rather than
a benefit generator. By this, we mean that CASE typically auto-
mates, or semi-automates, parts of the development process ♥ it
improves, in some manner, theefficiency of the process that is
already in place. If the development process results in poor
applications, CASE will not improve the situation; at best, it will
add someformality. This was confirmed by development managers
in both the United Kingdom and the United States. The
productivity manager at ICI Chemicals and Polymers in the
United Kingdomsaid,☜Ifyou want to produce benefits from CASE,
you must do so; it [CASE] will not produce them☝. Tim Lister, of
the Atlantic Systems Guild, said at the CASE World conference in
Los Angeles, ☜Software [development] is hard and CASE won't
make it easy. If you☂re good at building software, CASE tools will
help. Otherwise, they won't.☝
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Developers☂ inexperience with CASE. Inexperienced users of CASE
can produce systems that are supported by such complex data
structures that each new system becomes moredifficult to deliver.
It is also possible for analysts, designer and developers to spend a
considerable amountof time and effort using the CASE tool and
adding no valueto the delivered application. Early experience with
fourth-generation languageswasquite similar. There were claims
of enormousbenefits, but it became apparent that inexperienced
developers, without properdirection, support andtraining, were
simply likely to develop a disasterfaster.

CASErequires rigorous analysis
and supportinginitiatives
Webelieve that the problems discussed above are not insur-
mountable, and for those who are ready for CASE,it can provide
an environment in which the promised productivity and quality
benefits canbe realised. Indeed, some organisations have reported
high levels of success. These organisations are involved in quite
variedlines ofbusiness and do not necessarily have large develop-
ment departments working on large-scale commercial systems.
For example:

♥ CCHA Housing has a development department consisting
of only six analyst/programmers.It currently uses Knowledge-
Ware☂s IEW, Computer Systems Advisers☂ Picture Oriented
Software Engineering (POSE), and Synon☂s code generator.
Although,like many other organisations adopting CASE,it has
hadits problems,it believes that it is now developing systems
that are ☁more solid☂ with far fewer errors, although no hard
evidence wasavailable to support this. The business systems
manageralsostated that, ☜As a not-for-profit organisation, we
cannotoffer huge salaries, but we can compete in offering an
interesting working environment, with a chance to work with
CASE and fourth-generation languages☝.

♥ Caisse Régionale du Crédit Agricole Mutuelde Ile de France,
a regional bank with 250 branches in France, attributed an80 per cent decreasein failures(once the system wentintofull
use) to the CASE tool, PACBASE,from CGI Systemsandtoits
own quality-control approach. Less effort was also required to
fix the incidents. In the last three years, the amountof effort
spent on maintenance hasfallen from 500 to 100 man-hours
per month.

♥ Yorkshire Water,oneofthe privatised UK waterutilities, uses
IEW and an application generator, CorVision, from Cortex.
Theorganisationbelievesthatit is getting a six-fold improve-
mentin productivity. It is delivering three times the function,
measured in function points, in halfthe planned time.

Clearly, improvements are being achieved with CASE in some
development departments. However, as we have already shown,

The promisedproductivity and
quality benefits can be realised
by those ready for CASE

BUTLER COX
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A systematic approach will remove
some ofthe risk from adopting
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rigorous managementis required, and thecosts are high. Organ-
isations need to understand, assess and weigh upthesehighcosts
and the benefits associated with CASE. In this paper, we suggest
a systematic approachthatwill be a useful guide to PEP members
in whatis, undoubtedly, a risky undertaking.
In Chapter 2, we show the quantifiable figures behind the often-
quotedcosts and benefits associated with CASEtools. Clearly, the
costs are high, and in manycases,the benefits very limited.
In Chapter3, we discuss how an organisation shouldassessits real
needs andits readiness to moveto, and to continueto operate in,
a CASE environment. Many organisations have failed with CASE
because they have adopted it prematurely and eventually had to
discard it.
In Chapter 4, we examine the managementinitiatives taken by
those organisationsachieving significant benefits from CASE. Only
by adopting the appropriate initiatives to support CASE will the
high level of benefits currently being achieved by the minority be
realised by the majority.
In Chapter 5, we argue for the establishment of a measurement
scheme so that it is clear what the costs of CASE are, where
benefits are being achieved, and wherethereis room for further
improvement.

Research sources
Theprimesourceof the information on which this paper is based
is data provided by PEP members.Wecirculated a questionnaire
to all PEP members and received 80 completed questionnaires
from 75 organisations. We subsequently discussed particular
issues in moredetail with 15 members.
As of August 1991, the PEP database contained 862 projects. We
categorised these projects according to the types of CASEtool used,
and analysed and comparedthe results of those projects with the
results of non-CASE projects to demonstrate the average levelof
benefit currently being achieved.
We also carried out an extensive review of the documented
histories of CASE users and the current best advice and practice
with CASE. (A short bibliography is included at the end ofthis
paper.) As a result of this investigation, we conducted several
detailed interviewswith organisations that are not PEP members.
Webelieve that the CASE marketplace is starting to go through a
periodofrapid change, with many of the suppliers either merging
or being bought out. We therefore reviewed the suppliers of the
more popular CASE products to provide members with an
indication of their ability to support differing needs in the future.
Theresults of the review are recorded in Appendix A.



Chapter 2

For most, the benefits of CASE are proving elusive

The concept of CASE is reasonably well understood within the
industry and most development managersbelieve that they also
understand how CASEwill affect their environment.In fact, very
few do. Our research has shown that, on average, the benefits
achieved with CASE do not justify the costs. Yet organisations
continue to invest in CASE.
Although we were unable to quantify all the benefits of CASE
tools, we were able to show how CASE is affecting develop-
ment productivity and the technical quality of delivered systems.
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the benefits currently being
achieved. It shows that front-end CASE tools generally have a
negative impact. There may be a slight positive impact on
maintenance and on improving the fit with business needs,
although we havenot been able to measurethis directly.

Few quantified improvements
can be demonstrated
At the time of writing, the PEP database contained 320 projectson which the use of CASE was reported. We compared these withthe 507 projects on which there wasno reported useofCASE tools.This analysis revealed that, overall, CASE tools were having asmall negative impact on function delivered per man-month anda small beneficial impact on the technical quality of deliveredsystems. The resultsofthis analysis are summarisedin Figure 2.2,on page 10.
Overall, projects on which CASE tools are used produce nearly10 per cent fewerfunction points per man-monthofeffort. The timetaken to produce a function pointis less than that for projects onwhich CASE wasnotused, but both the time andeffort will havebeenaffected slightly by the higher than normal time pressure onthe projects. Increased time pressure typically results in anincreasedlevelof effort and reduced delivery time for a given sizeof system.
The CASEprojects were typically larger, measured both in functionpoints andlines of code, than projects on which CASE tools werenot used.This is probably dueto the limited use of CASE tools onsmall maintenanceprojects. Althoughthereis no significant shiftin the proportionsoftime spent on the main-build and functional-design stages, the data shownin Figure 2.2 implies that there isan increasein effort in the functional-design stage ofnearly 25 percent. The implication is that the use of front-end CASE toolsincreases the amountofeffort required to analyse and design the
system.

Front-end CASE tools have a
negative impact on develop-
mentproductivity

CASEprojects produce fewer
function points per man-
month than non-
CASE projects

BUTLER COX
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CASE has a small positive impact

BUTLER COX
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on the quality ofthe
delivered system

 Figure 2.1 The benefits being achieved with most CASEtools are very
limited

 

 

 

 

       

 

-- Significant negative impact
= Negative impact
+/♥ No evidenceto suggestpositive or negative impact
++ Significant positive impact
+ Positive impact
fe Impact quantified through analysis of PEP database
[_] Impact assessed through discussions with CASE experts and PEP

members  (Source: PEP database)
 

Use of CASE appears to have a positive impact on the technical
quality and reliability of the delivered system. During both
systemstesting andthefirst month of operation, an average of
10 per cent fewererrors were detected.
Weare unable to comment on the impact of CASE on improving a
system☂s fit with users☂ needs or on reducing maintenance. How-
ever, our survey ofPEP membersrevealedthat benefits were much
lower than expected both in reducing maintenance effort and in
delivering better-quality systems. CASE wasalso rated very low
in terms of making the department more responsive to strategic
business needs.

Analyst and programmer workbenches
offer mixed results
The PEP database contained 36 projects on which analyst work-
benches were used. Ourinitial analysis of these projects produced
contradictory results; some were performing much better than
others. Furtherinvestigation showed that the analyst workbench
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 Figure 2.2 Few quantified benefits can be demonstrated for front-end CASEtools
Projects in the PEP database reported as using CASE tools, analyst workbenches and Programmer workbenches were comparedwith 507 projects where no use of CASE was reported, to assess the impactof these tools on function delivery rates and quality.

Negative impact (%) Positive impact (%)
60 80-40 -20 0 20 40

a 320 projects copies with CASEtools; average size 479 function points or 37,000lines of code (about one-third largerthan non-CASEprojects).

Function delivery rate -60

Function points per thousandlinesof code

Function points per man-month(main build)

Function points per man-month(functional design and main build)

Function points per month(main build)

Function points per month(functional design and main build)

 
Quality *
Errors per thousandlines of code (inte-gration testing to operational capability)

Errors per function point(integrationtesting to operational capability)

Errors per thousandlines of code (firstmonth of operation)

Errors perfunction point(first month of operation)

☁8 projects developed with analyst workbenches; averagesize 420 function points or 32,000 lines of code (both slightly largerthan non-CASEprojects).
140 projects developedwith Programmer workbenches;average size 526 function points (50 percent larger than non-CASEprojects) or 40,000lines of code (45 per centlarger than non-GASE projects).* Error data was available only for 215 CASE-toolprojects, 4 analyst workbenchprojects and 86 Programmerworkbenchprojects. (Source: PEP database)   

projects that performed better also used fourth-generationlanguages. We therefore analysed these projects separately,leaving just eight projects that used only analyst workbenches.The analysis of these eight projects is also shown in Figure 2.2.For these projects, the number of function points delivered perman-month is about 25 per cent lower than for projects on whichCASEtools were not used. Althoughit can be argued that analystworkbenchesare not expected to increase productivity levels, it is

10

Analyst workbenches have anegative impact on function-pointdelivery rates
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Programmer workbenchesresult in
lower-than-average productivity

Code-generatorprojects are much
more productive than

non-CASEprojects
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important to note that they are having such a dramatic negative
impact in termsof function-point delivery rates.
Weare not able to comment confidently on the technical quality
and reliability of analyst workbench projects that did not use
fourth-generation languages becauseerrors werereported for only
four ofthem. However, the limited data available suggests that the
use of analyst workbencheshasa significant negative impact on
technical quality and reliability (see Figure 2.2 again).
These results confirm the negative impact of analyst work-
benches previously reported in PEP Paper12, Trends in Systems
DevelopmentAmong PEP Members. Analyst workbenches may,of
course, help to produce systemsthatare a betterfit with business
needs, but the PEP database does not at present enable us to
measure or demonstrate such improvements.
Figure 2.2 also shows that the 140 programmer workbench
projects in the PEP database produce fewer function points per
man-month,even thoughthe function points per thousand linesof
code is close to that achieved on projects that did not use CASE
tools. Thus, programmer workbenches result in lower-than-
average productivity. This is primarily due to the nature of the
programmer workbenchprojects ♥ 45 per cent larger than normal,
written in traditional languages and developed underslight time
pressure, which results in higher-than-average function points
per month. These results confirm our earlier analysis for PEP
Paper 12 of the impact of programmer workbenches on pro-
ductivity andit is disappointingto find that the situation has not
improved.
The technical quality of projects that used programmer work-
benchesis close to the averagefor projects that did not use CASE
tools. Although this is an improvementsince the research for PEP
Paper12,it is still disappointing. Overall, our analysis showsthat
programmer workbenches do not dramatically improve the
delivery rate, technical quality or reliability of the systems
delivered.

Code generators improve both
productivity and quality
Figure 2.3, overleaf, shows clearly that projects on which code
generators are used are much more productive during the
development process than projects that do not use CASE tools ♥
typically producing 55 per cent or more function per month and
per man-month. Although the size of the systems, measured in
lines of code, is similar to that of non-CASE projects, the high
language gearing (function points per thousand lines of code)
results in over 90 per cent more function being delivered.
The quality of these systemsis also much better in terms of errors
per function point. On average, there are 35 per cent fewer
errors per function point, both duringtesting andoncethe system
is in use ♥ that is, systems are being developed with one-third
fewer errors. The increased numberoferrors perline of code,
however, indicates that there are still errors being introduced
either by poorly trained staff or by programmers who
misunderstandthe specifications or who make mistakes as they
link new modulesto one anotheror to existing modules.

I
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 Figure 2.3 Code generators andfourth-generation languages provide significant benefits
Projects in the PEP databasereported as using code generators, and analyst workbenches with fourth-generation languages,were compared with 507 projects where no use of CASE was reported, to assess the impactof thesetools on function deliveryrates and quality. Most of the improvementwith analyst workbench Projects is due to the use of fourth-generation languages.

Negative impact (%) Positive impact (%)Function delivery rate -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
Function points per thousandlinesof code
Function points per man-month(main build)

Function points per man-month(functional design and main build)

Function points per month(main build)
Function points per month
(functional design and main build)

 

Quality *
 

Errors per thousandlines of code(inte-gration testing to operational capability)
Errors per function point(integrationtesting to operational capability)
Errors per thousandlines of code(firstmonth of operation)

Errors perfunction point(first month of operation)

B 30 projects developed with code generators; average size 681 function points (94 percentlarger than non-CASEprojects)or 28,000lines of code (close to the non-CASE average).
_ 28 of the analyst workbench projects that also used fourth-generation languages; averagesize 600 function points (71 percentlarger than non-CASE Projects) or 28,000lines of code(close to the non-CASE average).
* Error data was available only for 25 analyst workbench/fourth-generation-language projects and for 14 code-generator projects.
(Source: PEP database) 
 

For comparative purposes, Figure 2.3 also shows the impactofthe28 analyst workbench projects that used fourth-generationlanguages as well. By comparing the analysis of these projectswith the other eight analyst workbench projects analysed inFigure 2.2, it appears that fourth-generation languages typically  Fourth-generation languages typi-increase productivity by up to 60 percent. Thus, the use of fourth-

_

cally increase productivity bygeneration languages results in improvements similar to those _up fo 60 per centachieved by using code generators.

CASEcosts currently outweighthe measured benefits
Our analysis of the quantifiable benefits associated with CASEprojects, combined with the fact that 70 per cent of the PEP

BUTLER COX
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membersusing CASE claimedthat the benefits achieved were less
than expected, raises some doubts about the claims made by the
suppliers. Unfortunately, most PEP members have no real
measuresofthe benefits that they are achieving through the use
ofCASE andthis limits the validity ofthe cost/benefit analysis that
we can carry out. On the other hand, some members do have an
analysis of most of the costs they have incurred.
During an 18-month period from the beginning of 1989, Generale
Bank, for example, has installed nearly 50 IEW workbenchesfrom
KnowledgeWare, and during the six months from 1991, it has
adopted APS from Intersolv. At the time of our research, 90ofits
500 staffhad completedtheir training with APS and 50 with IEW.
Thereare plansto train a further 100 with APS. Generale Bank
did not provide the internal costs incurred in assessing and
implementingthetools, or the hardware and maintenancecosts
for APS. However, we have estimated thatit will have invested
nearly £900,000 in CASE by the end of a two-year period. The
detailed costs are shown in Figure 2.4.
A full cost breakdownfor a typical US organisation with 200 devel-
opmentstaff was given recently in The American Programmer. In
 Figure 2.4 The costs of CASEaretypically several thousand poundsper developer per year

The costs incurred by Generale Bank in Belgium are itemised Thefollowing costs of adopting CASE tools for 200
below. developmentstaff were itemisedin

Total expenditure on CASE reported by
Generale Bank £535,000
Other costs estimated by Butler Cox
and suppliers
Software evaluation and installation

 
The American Programmer.APS

Sonware £250,000 Initial investment
Training of 90 staff 60,000 Workstations: 200 at $10,000 $2,000,000
IEW CASEsoftware:

♥ Analysis/designtools: 150 at $5,000 750,000
Software and hardware 120,000 ♥ Systemsplanningtools: 10 at $5,000 50,000
Training of 50 staff 15,000 ♥ Managementtools: 10 at $5,000 50,000
Annual maintenance 24,000 ♥ Implementation tools (mainframe) 250,000
Training of remaining 100 staff with APS 66,000 ♥ Maintenancetools (mainframe) 100,000

Interface/bridge software development:
♥50 days of consulting at $1,000 per day 50,000
Professionalstaff training:
♥ Staff time: 10 days each at $200 per day 400,000
♥Trainers: 100 days at $1,000 per day 100,000

costs (APS and IEW) 430,000 Total investment $3,750,000
Loss of productive time due to Ongoing costs (per year)
training 150,000 Hardware maintenance: 200
APS maintenancecosts, consultancy workstations at $500 400,000
and extra hardware 80,000 Software maintenance/upgrades:
Total cost (over two years) £895,000 ♥10 per centperyear for PC-based
Averagecost per developerper year software ; 85,000
(240 staff trained) £1,865 ♥ 15 per centperyearfor mainframe

software 52,500
Software engineering group
~♥ Four people at a cost of $50,000
per year each 200,000

Ongoing staff training:
♥ Two days per person per year

at $200 per day 80,000
Attendance at CASE conferences
♥ Three peopleat four conferences

at $1,500 18,000
Miscellaneous 10,000
Annual ongoing costs $545,500
Total cost overfive years
Average cost per developer per year

$6,477,500
$6,500 
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Chapter 2 For most, the benefits of CASE are proving elusive

the example,the total costs of nearly $6.5 million (£4 million) overa five-year period were broken into an initial investment of$3.75 million Gust over £2 million) and an annual ongoing cost of$0.55 million (nearly £350,000). Figure 2.4 gives a completebreakdown.
With such high costs ♥ approximately £800,000per year for thefirst five years for 200 staff ♥ the productivity saving, or added The benefits to the business need tovalueto the business, needsto be very large. From our analysis of

_

be very largetojustify the highthe use of front-end CASE tools, we see no such savings in the costs ofCASEdevelopmentprocess,only a slight improvement in quality. Codegenerators and fourth-generation languages, however, doofferlarge savings in the developmentprocess andtheir use should beencouraged.
Clearly, the use of front-end CASE tools within any developmentdepartment requires careful consideration and assessment.Systems development managersneed to assesstheir real need forCASE and the department'sability to assimilate the changesthatCASEwill require. Many organisations rush too quickly into CASEand omit these steps. As a consequence, they typically fail to gainthe full benefits that can be realised from CASE.
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The department must ensure that it is ready before

Few systems development managers
understand how CASE can help

them to meet business needs
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adopting CASE
Systems development managers need to have a clear under-
standing about the precise needsofthe departmentbefore they can
assess which kinds of CASEtoolswill be beneficial to them. They
also need to understand the demands that will be made on the
department as it implements CASE so that they can assess
whether the department is ready to take it on and avoid the
pitfalls. Only if systems development managers have done this,
can they adopt, use and exploit CASE with confidence.

Compare the department☂s needs with
the potential benefits of CASE
Most systems development managers know in which areas their
department needs to improve to meet the demandsof the busi-
ness ♥ for example, improving the quality of the development
process or increasing staff motivation and morale. Very few,
however, really understand how CASE might help them satisfy
these demands.
Failing to understandthetrue relationship between the needs of
the department and the benefits provided by CASE typically
results in missed opportunities. There are complexrelationships
between the various benefits associated with CASE and the
numeroustypes of CASE tools. An increase in the level of benefit
achieved in one area maywell incurcosts in another.For instance,
the front-end design tools that encourage users to participate
should,in theory,result in applications that meet the users☂ needs
better (although we have foundnodatato provethat this actually
happens). As a consequence, there will be fewer requests for
changes and

a

greaterlevel of use. Typically, however, more time
and effort is required to use this type of CASE tool and to develop
thefull specification, so the costs for developing the applicationwill
be higher than normal as the main-build time typically remains
the same.
A real understandingofthe benefits of CASE can be achieved only
through measurement within the development department, and
through small pilot studies on the effect of CASE tools on the
development department and on the current level ofbenefits being
achieved. Measurements for assessing the benefits of CASE are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

Assessthe readinessof the department
to cope with CASE
Manyorganisationsfail to realise that they are not ready to adopt
CASE.They recognisethe potential benefits that can be achieved,
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Chapter 3 The department must ensure thatit is ready before adopting CASE

butfail to realise the extentof the changes that will be required.CASEaffects nearly all parts of the development department, andmany changes therefore need to be put in place to support it ♥organisational changesto establish a technical-support team, forinstance, or staffing changes to ensure that people are trained inthe new methodsor that programming staff are developed intoanalyst/programmers. Unless these changes are planned andmanaged,thefull benefits of CASE will not be realised.
Some managersareable to assess the situation and recommendappropriate changes without any guidance from a method. Mostfeel more confident with a method to ensure that their investi-gations and recommendationsare complete. During our research,we spoke to several organisations that have adopted methods ofsomekind. For example, both Sun Alliance, an insurance companyin the United Kingdom, and Multihouse, a software servicescompanyin the Netherlands, have defined a set of tasks aimed atimproving the development process before considering theadoption ofCASE,if at all. Althoughthesetasks do not derive froma formal assessmentofthe department☂s needs for CASE,they arethe types of tasks that have to be carried out with the methodsdiscussed below.
In the past, Sun Alliance had madelimited use ofboth Auto-MatePlus from LBMS and IEW from KnowledgeWare. However,recently, it has focused on improving development productivityand quality through management initiatives. The systemsmanagerin a 500-strong IBM development department said, ☜Themain driveis to get the culture and the people in place, andright,first. Then, we will look at the tools to support the process.☝ Todate, Sun Alliance has implemented several initiatives includinga measurement programme,a schemeto improve the planning andcontrol of developments, education of development managers,introduction of inspection techniques andintroduction of its ownproject-management method, based on SDM.It is now looking atthe tool marketplace and hasinitiated a study of developmenttools likely to be available by 1995. The approach adopted byMultihouse with its Multihouse Projekt Aanpak MPA (MultihouseProject Approach)is very similar.It will be completed by 1992.
Formal methods are available to assess the readiness of adepartment for CASE. These help to identify potential problemsand to manage the process of change. Such assessments shouldideally be carried out before an organisation adopts CASE. Theydo, however, also have a valuable role to play in identifyingpotential problem areas once CASE has been implemented.
Werecognise that any methodhasstrengths and weaknesses andthat none is a substitute for good management. Methods simplysupport the managementprocess and help to ensure completenessof thought. While many PEP members recognise the advantagesof proceeding systematically, we were not able, during ourresearch, to identify any who have successfully adopted themethods described below. We believe that both of them help inassessing the readinessofthe organisation for CASE.
Of the methods that we investigated, two were based on thepractical experience of CASE users, typically in the United States,or were in use within several organisations. Thefirst is the use of
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Critical success factors help to
identify potential areas of risk

The CASE/IM methodreveals areas
where change iscritical

 

critical success factors to direct the attention of management to
key areas. They help to identify potential areas of risk and raise
the level of awareness of these issues during implementation.
Figure 3.1 lists the six critical success factors for the imple-
mentation of CASE tools identified by DCE Information Manage-
ment Consultancy, a Dutch consultancy company.
 Figure 3.1 Six factors were identified as critical to the successful

implementation of CASE tools
 The introduction process must be a formal project and be managed

accordingly.
Realistic expectations ♥ requirements for CASE mustbefully understood.
Cultural readiness ♥ staff and management mustbe receptive to newideas.
Organisational readiness ♥ the right organisational structure must be in place to
support the new technology.
Technology readiness♥ the right technology platforms and approaches must be
in place.
Theright tools and techniques ♥ there must be a clear understanding of how the
existing tool base will affect the use of CASE.
  (Source: DCE Information ManagementConsultancy)  
 

The secondis the CASE/IM method,defined in Using ☁readiness☂ to
guide CASE implementation, by Howard Rubin. The CASE/IM
approachis well developed,has beentried by several organisations
in the United States and is easy to complete. CASE/IM has been
usedwith great successto assess organisations☂ readiness to adopt
reverse-engineering tools, maintenancetools and the Information
Engineeringfamily of tools. The organisations assessed ranged in
size from 8 to 200 systemsstaff. In all situations, the method
revealed areas where change wascritical and helped to manage
the process of change.
CASE/IM consists of eight pairs of measures,eight for assessing
the organisation, and eight for assessing the CASE tool. The
features measured arelisted overleaf, in Figure 3.2. The measures
are represented in a Kiviat chart, which is a means of displaying
several related features on the same diagram. Each feature is
represented by a radiusofa circle. The score for a particular
feature is marked as a point on that radius ♥ the lowest score at
the centre and the highest at the circumference. The marks on
the radii are then connected to form a polygon or footprint (see
Figure 3.3, on page 19). When the two sets of eight measures
{Illustrated in the top two Kiviat charts in the figure are overlaid,
the gapsare clearly revealed (see lower chart), indicating where
attention needs to be concentrated.
The approach used in CASE/IM consists of eight steps. Thefirst
three, which are based on the eight pairs of measures, form the
assessment, andthe otherfive are directed at the management of
change, or the implementation phase of CASE. The assessment
steps are as follows:
♥ Assessment of organisational readiness. This step yields a

pictureofthe organisation☂s ability to assimilate CASE tools by
assessing the eight organisational-readiness features.
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Figure 3.2 CASE/IM consists of eight pairs of measures
 Organisational-readiness features Tool-attribute features
 

Motivation: Level of commitment to <=> Benefits: Level of gain expectedimproving productivity and quality
 Investment: Willingness to invest <=> Cost: True cost to acquire and
 

 

 

 

 

  
capital needed implement
Skills: Ability to incorporate <=> Skills: Skills needed to use toolconceptsinto work actions effectively
Concept knowledge: Knowledge <=> Concepts automated: Know-of conceptsthat are the ledge of development conceptsfoundation for using tools neededto use tooleffectivelyand techniques
Culture: Willingness to use <=> Impact: Breadth of the impact ofnewtools change ♥ task, process and soon
Organisation support structure: <=> Support needed: MechanismAppropriatenessof the support : neededto ensure effective usestructure for introducing newtools and penetration
Technology: Technology in place <=> Technology: Technologythattoday mustbein place
Applicability: Dominant work focus <=> Work Spectrum: Focus on(for example, new development, development/maintenancesupport)     
 

♥ Assessmentoforganisational context. In this step, the organ-isation☂s expectations and capabilities are mapped againstwhatis requiredfor the CASEtool(s) to be adopted successfully.The CASE tools are assessed with the eight tool-attributefeatures.
♥ Gap analysis. This step indicates the extent ofthe gap betweenthe organisation☂s readiness and the prerequisites for suc-cessful adoption of CASEtools.
The basic questions used to assess the organisation and the toolsare reproduced in Appendix B. The remaining five steps coverimplementation risk analysis, planning, support, tracking andevaluation. Theprocess of implementing CASEis discussed laterin this chapter.
Rubin completed a survey of21 organisationsin the United Statesand produced an averageprofile for the group. This is shown atthe top ofFigure 3.4, on page 20. The four Kiviat charts in the lowerhalf of the figure show how well this average profile matches theprofiles of four different types of developmenttool ♥ a front-endtool, a code generator, a fourth-generation language, and anintegrated CASE tool. The grey areas show wherethere is a gapbetweenthe requirementsfor the tool and the capabilities of thedepartment. These grey areas are the ones that requireinvestigation andaction before adopting, or care while using, thedevelopmenttool.
The results of Rubin☂s survey confirm theresults of our analysisof the PEP database. Rubin☂s analysis shows that the average
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Chapter 3 The department must ensure that it is ready before adopting CASE

 Figure 3.3 Kiviat charts show thoseaspectsof the organisation andof the tools that have been assessed

In the diagram showingthe overlaid profiles, the grey areavisible on the NE axis indicates that the costof the tool exceedstheorganisation's willingnessto invest. The grey areasvisible on the W, SW andS axeshighlightthat there are some problemswith
the developmenttechnologyin place, with organisational support for the tool and with the organisation☂s willingness to use the

 
tool. The absenceof grey areas on the otheraxesindicates that the companyis ☁ready☂ for CASEin all other respects.
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To avoid implementation problems
with CASE, we recommend

a five-step approach
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American organisation can exploit and assimilate both fourth-
generation languages and code generators, but that they are
unlikely to be able to assimilate front-end CASE tools or full CASE
toolsets.

Systematically plan the implementation
of CASE

Once the development department is sure of the match between
the needs andthe benefits, andofthe readinessofthe department
for CASE, the CASE tool can be implemented. We have identified
a five-step approach that most organisations have found to be
effective in successfully implementing CASE.This approach, which
is briefly described below, is based on the assumption that the
development method(s) have been selected, a strategy for
development tools has been agreed and the risks have been
considered and assessed. The risk analysis should include possible
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Figure 3.4 The average USorganisationis not readyfor an integratedtoolset
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organisational, political, personal, technological and business
barriers to implementation. As with most new products,there will
be some resentmentfrom staff who are more oriented towards the
traditional approach to development.It is thereforecritical that
CASEis implemented without any major problems.
Step 1: Plan the implementation of CASE. This involves formu-
lating plans for providing the technology to support CASE,
providing humanresourcesandtraining,initiating organisational
change, identifying the pilot project (discussed further in
Chapter 4), measuring the benefits and reporting the findings.
Step 2: Implementandtest the CASE toolreceived from the supplier.
Sometailoring of the development method and the tool may be
required before the pilot project is started. It is helpful to have a
memberof the pilot team involved in this process. If and when
problems occur during thepilot project, his knowledge will be
invaluable.
Step 3: Implement the support requiredfor the pilot project. The
pilot project will require additional support in many areas,
includingtraining of the staff who will bein thepilot team. We
recommend that a project leader who is a good motivator and
communicator be identified to champion the CASE project. He
should be supported by a memberof staff who is dedicated to
monitoring the project and who is an expert on software
engineering and on methods, techniques and tools. He will be
responsible for measuring the performanceofthe project and will
report directly to the review group during Step 5.
Step 4: Carry out and monitor the pilot project. Development
managers should try to ensure that the pilot project is treated as
a routine exercise. Otherwise, staff involved in future develop-
ments that do not achieve the same levels of performance will
become disheartened. Staff must be made aware that the
measurements are to assess how well the CASE technology
performsin normal working conditions, not to assess how well, or
how hard,the staff can work with CASE.
Step 5: Review or evaluate the whole process. This review should
assess both how well the pilot project was carried out and howwell
the method and CASE tools performed. These combined assess-
ments will show how successful the adoption of CASE hasbeen. In
the light of this, plans for the continued support of CASE should
be amended andupdated.
Manydevelopment departments have now adopted CASE. Several
have managed to gain some benefits; many more havenot. In the
next chapter, we look at the initiatives that have been taken to
support the successful implementation and use of CASE.
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Chapter 4
To achieve the benefits, CASE mustbefullysupported
There have probably been morereportsof the failures associatedwith CASE than of the benefits. Most of these failures are notdirectly associated with the CASE technology itself; they are afailure of the initiatives supporting CASE. In her book, CASE isSoftware Information, Carma McClureidentifies 11 main causesfor the failure of CASE. Theyarelisted in Figure 4.1. As CASE is abenefit multiplier, as described in Chapter1,the initiatives putinplace to support the technology are as important as the technologyitself. If the approach recommendedearlier in this paper isadopted, manyoftheseinitiatives will be in place before CASE isimplemented.
 Figure 4.1 Eleven main causes havebeenidentified forthe failure ofCASE

 No methodor standardsin place
Ignoring the importance of management
Too much emphasis on the CASEtoolasthe☁silver bullet☂ solution
Confusion about what the CASE tool does
Misuseof the CASE tool
Perception of CASE as a risk
Unwillingness to change current methods
Uncertainty (or lack of consensus) about the problem that CASEis trying to solve
Poorintegration of tools
Inadequate functionality
Poor documentation and/or training
 

(Source: McClure, C. CASEis software information. London:Prentice-HallInternational, 1989)   
The initiatives described in this chapter show what successfulusers ofCASE have done to support the technology in order to gainthe benefits. Obviously, these initiatives will vary in complexity,variety andcost from one organisation to the next and from oneCASEproductto the next. None is new or revolutionary. In someareas,the initiatives quotedby different organisations as centralto their success are contradictory. PEP membersshould assess theappropriatenessof particular initiatives for their own specificsituation.

In this chapter, we make frequent references to the organisationsconsulted in our research. Figure 4.2 summarises the differentdevelopment environments within the European organisations sothat they maybeeasily compared.
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 Figure 4.2 Organisations quotedin this chapter use a wide range of CASE tools

 

 

       
  

Business Development CASE
Organisation sector Country staff Hardware software*
BP Oil Refining and UK 100 Unix PREDICT-CASE

marketing
CCHAHousing Service UK 14 IBM Synon/2, IEW, POSE
EasternElectricity Utility UK 100 Bull Auto-Mate Plus,

PACBASE
Electrabel Utility Belgium 100 IBM JER
Extel Finance Service UK 180 IBM IEW, Bachman DB2 design

Other toolset
Generale Bank Banking Belgium 500 IBM IEW, APS

Digital
Norwich Union Insurance UK 700 IBM FOUNDATION,IEW, Micro

Focus Cobol Workbench
Prudential Insurance UK 600 IBM Auto-Mate Plus,

PREDICT-CASE
Rowntree Mackintosh

}

Manufacturing UK 90 IBM ORACLE
Digital

Volkswagen Audi Distribution UK 50 IBM IEF, APS
Yorkshire police Service UK 10 Data General

|

ORACLE
Bull

Yorkshire Water Utility UK 80 Digital IEW, CorVision
ICL

*CASEsoftware Suppliers
PREDICT-CASE Software AG
Synon/2 Synon
IEW KnowledgeWare
POSE Computer Systems Advisers
Auto-Mate Plus LBMS
PACBASE CGI Systems
lEF JMAInformation Engineering
Bachman DB2 designtoolset BachmanInformation Systems
APS Intersolv
Telon Computer Associates
FOUNDATION Andersen Consulting
Micro Focus Cobol Workbench Micro Focus
ORACLE Oracle
CorVision Cortex  
 

Extensive education and
training will be

required
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Do not underestimate the cost and
importanceof education
Not only are the costs high, but the scopeof the education and
training that is required is extensive and it will be time-
consuming.It will also require careful planning.

The costs and the breadth of education and training required for
CASE are typically underestimated. The Maryland Casualty
Company, an insurance companyin the United States, found that
duringthefirst year, training, data administration seminars and
consultancy services represented 37 per cent of the total costs for
CASE. In other organisations, education alone has accounted for
up to 50 percentofthe cost of CASE.
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The education andtraining requiredfor CASEis notjust about the
technology. Noris it simply a matter of sending staff on courses.
It should also aim to manage expectations and to win the com-mitmentofboth managersand users. Generale Bank,for example,issues a regular newsletter to keep everyone in the organisationinformed and upto date with CASE.It believes thatit is essentialto keep everyone committedto it because ofthe scale ofinvestmentthatit will have to continue to maketo get the mostout ofthe tools.
There is a long learning curve for everyone involved. RowntreeMackintosh, a UK-based confectionery manufacturer and dis-tributor, aims to spend 10 days per memberofstaff on training.This comprises five days for the method, one day for the front-endCASEtool, two days for generaloffice facilities, and two days forthe use of the dictionary. This represents a potential investmentof700 workingdays,plus any coursefees, for 70 developmentstaff.At Volkswagen Audi (UK), whichis responsible for the distributionof all Volkswagen, Audi and MAN vehicles and parts in the UnitedKingdom,developersare given 10 days☂ training, andit is typicallythree to six months before they are competent with front-endCASE.
Education and training for CASE should be planned and managedfrom the outset. When developing plans for CASE, systemsmanagers should define the types of education and training to beprovided for particular groups of people. The education providedby suppliersis typically sufficient, but cannot easily be tailored tomeetthe needsof a specific organisation. In addition,if differenttools are being adopted for different life-cycle stages, it is verydifficult to find one supplier able to provide adequate trainingacross the wholelife cycle. In somecases, therefore, special pro-visions will need to be made. For example, several organisationsstress that staff who use front-end tools require strong analysisand design skills as well as knowledgeofthe technical aspects ofthe databaseandthe languages being used. Some special trainingmay need to be offered to such staff. Others have found thattrainees often respondbetter if they work in project teams thatinclude experiencedstaff. Such considerations should be borne inmind when training plans are being devised, as should thetimescales, the costs, and the option of providing at least some ofthe training in-house.

Choose a high-profile project first
For many,the choice of application for the initial use of a newtechnology is predetermined ♥ the timingofthe introductionofthetechnology meansthat there is no choice. Wherethereis a choice,it is sensible to select a project that is likely to be able to becompleted to plan, and that has a high profile in both thedevelopment andthe business environments. Thereis little to begained from successfully completing an initial project that haslimited business impact.
Twoof the organisations we investigated during the research ♥Eastern Electricity, an electricity-distribution utility in the UnitedKingdom, and Extel Finance, a UK-based financial informationservice ♥ both gained rapid acceptance of CASE by using high-profile or strategic projectsfor theinitial project. This is obviously
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adopting CASEtools

ofintegration between
dictionaries can cause

greatdifficulties

To achieve the benefits, CASE must be fully supported

a high-risk approach, but if it works, it results in widespread
knowledgeof the success and an increased rate of acceptance of
CASE. There is nothing like business necessity for ensuring that
developers get the most out of CASE. The systems development
service manager at Extel Finance said,☜If it had not worked, I
would not be in this job today☝.

Recognise the value of an effective user
Although many CASEtools require technically skilled operators,
the users☂ role with front-end CASE tools is very important.
Recognising this can prove to be very beneficial. Yorkshire Water,
for example, when discussing the designs for a system, displays
the screen images created by the CASE tool on a large projection
screen or wall. This increases the number ofstaff who areable to
view and discuss the information and makes joint decision-
making, by the team and users, much easier. This encourages
users to be more interactive, and keen to be involved with the
project.
This greater level of involvement with users is important but does
not happen automatically. Yorkshire police realised that CASE
wasnot only a shockfor the developer but also for end users. They
recognised that there wouldbea certain amountof apprehension,
andpossibly unwillingness, among users to commit to an approach
that they did not understand. To overcomethis, the development
department maintains a continual dialogue with users, who are
part of the development team.

Choose the right development method
It is widely recognised throughout the industry that an appro-
priate development method should be adopted before the learning
processis initiated with CASE tools. Some organisations, however,
still hesitate because the implementation of a method can take two
to three times longer than learningto use the tool and seems to
delay the whole process. Whatever the disadvantages, however, a
methodis essential for the success of CASE. CCHA Housing went
so far as to say, ☜Once a sound methodisin place, the department
shouldstick to it, even ifit meansthat severalofthestaff, typically
the sceptics, leave☝.

Havea single, central dictionary
The dictionary, or repository, is at the heart of the CASE
environment, anda single, central dictionary is the best option.
Several organisations have adopted more than one dictionary and
most have found the lack of integration between them very
limiting. At the Prudential, a UK-based insurance company,
information is being passed manually from one tool to the next ♥
the companyplansto create a central dictionary as its next step.
BP Oil, the UK-basedoil refining and marketing company, stopped
using IEW in favour of Software AG☂s PREDICT-CASE. The
deputy-director ofBP Oil☂s European Systems Programmestated,
☜PREDICT-CASEgives us things our previous CASEtool did not
in terms of a centralised repository☝. Norwich Union also
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recognises the fundamental importance of the integrated
dictionary, but is experiencingdifficulties with the interfacestoit.
Although almostall the organisations we spoke to agreed on theimportanceofthe dictionary, there was some disagreementonitsuse. Some, such as Electrabel, a utility company in Belgium,
stressed the importance of completing a business analysis modelas the key to its success. Some, such as CCHA Housing,felt thatthe nine monthsit spent developing a business model at the outsetwastoo longfor an organisationofits size. Others are populatingthe dictionary in a staged manner, dependingon the areas in whichthey are doing work. Most organisations agreed that a databaseadministrator should be appointed at the start to avoid having toretrofit dictionaries and having to resolve duplication issues.

Control the use of CASE tools to ensuretheir effective use
Systems development managers must monitor how CASEis usedwithin the development department ♥ assessing whetherit isappropriate to use CASEtoolsatall, and if so, to what extent. Thisassessmentwill vary depending on the type of CASE tool and theapplication being developed. Getting the balance right will ensurethat maximum benefits are achieved.
Control of the use of the tool is considered very important ata major UK supermarket chain. It has found that all codegenerators havetheir strengths and weaknesses. The developmentsupport managerstated, ☜If these are not respected, productivitymay well drop, and the product [Telon] gets rubbished by theworkforce☝. One team designed screens that were so complex thatall developmentproductivity gains were completely lost. This areais still seen as one of the most common problemstoday.
Extel Finance warns of the need to control the front-end designprocess carefully, because the CASE tool tends to encourageendlessiterationsofthe design. The systems developmentservicemanager warns, ☜Like most technologies, it seduces technicians.It is not a tool for doing thefirst pass at data modelling. Atfirst,too much time was being spentat the front end; now, we do themodelling on a white-board until we are pretty close to what wewant. Then, we start using IEW.☝ Both Norwich Union andVolkswagen Audi (UK) had problems whentheuse of CASEtoolsallowed developers and users to expandthe scopeof applicationsunnecessarily.
Althoughit is true that the CASE tools are used to support thechosen method,it is not always true that, once the methodis inplace, the tools can betailoredto fit. One lesson learned at EasternElectricity was that it is essential to plan the best way to use thetool rather than bendthetoolto fit existing workingpractices. Thisprocess needs careful managementifthe toolis not to be over-usedin a sub-optimal manner, or under-used as a result of thetemptation to revert to the old tools (usually Cobol) whenever aproblemarises.
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With uncontrolled use ofCASE
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Chapter 5
Measuresare essential to manage costs and

Costs must be recordedin detail
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monitor benefits

The importance of measurementin the development department
is regularly acknowledged but measurements and their inter-
pretation remain a neglected area of the development process. As
one CASE expert recently stated, ☜Measurement is the weakest
thing wedo.Ifwe don☂t measure, we're telling our senior manage-
ment,☁trust me☂.☝ In this paper, we have shown how someof the
PEP measures can help the development managerto assess and
judge the impact of CASE. However, for a measurement pro-
gramme to be successful, it needs to encompass the whole
development process, not just CASE.
Measurement programmesneedto be carefully thought through
and implemented. Below, we look at the specific measurements
that can be used to help assess the impact, both in cost and
benefits, of CASE.Clearly, these are a sub-set ofthe measurements
used in a complete development measurement programme.

Costs can be broken downinto three
categories for tracking purposes
In Chapter 1, we detailed the average cost per developer of
adopting CASE tools. While such calculations are useful in pro-
viding an indicationofthe level ofinvestmentlikely to be required,
they areof limited value to individual organisations because the
actual cost per developer can vary widely. To get a clearer idea of
the actualcosts being incurred, organisations need to record them
in detail. How costs are monitored dependshighly onthepolicies
within the organisation and how development departments
monitor and record costs. Some will divide costs between external
and internal, others between projects or budget areas and so on.
We recommend breaking costs down into three categories, as
illustrated in Figure 5.1. This will make it much easier for systems

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Thefull costs for CASE can be broken down into three
categories

Initial : : \ Capital Se _ Recurring
Evaluation of CASE CASEsoftware _| Software licence fees
Installation of hardware CASE hardware Software upgrades
Installation of software ♥Workstations

|

Supplier liaison
Supplier support __|-File servers _CASE/methods expertise
Training in themethod : ♥ Network _

|

Hardware maintenance
Training in the CASE tools

|

Support software Refreshertraining    
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managers to present a businessjustification for the investment
and it ensures that managers are aware of the commitment that
they are makingfor the future. The three categories are:
Initial costs are costs that arise during implementationor that are
incurred to ensure that developmentstaff have at least a basic
understanding of CASE. These may vary significantly fromorganisation to organisation. The initial cost may, for example,double if extensive training is required in the methods supportedby the CASEtools. The basic on-site training for 40 staff with thetwo CASEtools, Excelerator and APS,from Intersolv,for instance,would be a minimum of £18,000. If training in the developmentmethod were also required, the additional costs would-be aminimum of £60,000.
Capital costs are those that can usually be written off over severalyears. They typically make up 50 per cent of the costs incurredduring the first year and include all the expenditure onworkstations, networking equipment and software for both CASEand the supporting environment, such as Windowssoftware. Fora company in the United Kingdom,all expenditure on CASEhardware andsoftware can be written off at 25 per cent per yearagainst its taxable profit. The levels of benefits and accountingpolicies and procedures do change from yearto year, however, andare different in each country but they do apply in the majority ofcountries where there are PEP members, including Australia,Belgium and the Netherlands.
Recurring costs are the costs associated with the continued supportof CASE. These will typically include software licence fees,maintenance contracts, user-group membership,refreshertrain-ing and education, and so on. These costs are typically muchsmaller thantheinitial costs and capital costs duringthefirst year.
These three areas of costs are not once-off costs. For mostorganisations, the CASE environment will require enhancing orchanging to exploit the latest CASE technology or to support anadditional development method. For instance, West BromwichBuilding Society in the United Kingdom is now investing inSoftware One☂s tool to link two CASE products that it has beenusing ♥ ICL☂s Data Dictionary System (DDS) and Intersolv☂sSSADMversionofExcelerator. The information systems managersaid, ☜We needed to provide tighter integration of the systemsdevelopment process by linking the two tools automatically.Information passed manually involved rekeying, which led todelays and inaccuracies.☝ Other organisations will face problemsin the future due to the use ofseveral different dictionaries thatwill need to be linked or integrated to remove duplicatedinformation, definitions and so on. Clearly, this will result inadditionalcosts.
This needfor continuing investmentis not likely to decrease in theforeseeable future, as CASE evolves to the point where it cansupport several development methods andtools. Eventually, theterm CASE will probably also cover iterative development andtools, prototyping development and tools, and object-orienteddevelopmentandtools. Indeed, in June 1991, Digital Equipmentclaimed that COHESION,its CASE product set, can now bridge thetwo worldsofobject-oriented development and CASE.Thevalue of
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Few development managers were
able to give a complete

breakdown of
CASEcosts

Few organisations systematically
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analyse the measures
they collect

such enhancements depends on how well the CASE environment
covers the new method andtools. These enhancementsneed to be
carefully assessed as many moresuppliers will undoubtedly follow
in this direction.
By breaking them down into initial, capital and recurring, the
costs associated with CASE can be better monitored, managed and
controlled. Many ofthe development managers wespoke to during
the research were unable to provide a complete breakdownofthe
costs incurred in adopting CASE. Given that the costs incurred
during thefirst yearare typically hundredsofthousandsofpounds
and that the total investmentis likely to be millions of pounds, this
is shocking.

Measuringthe benefits will indicate
where greater effort is needed
Experience has shown that measurementis one of the keys to
exploiting CASE systematically. Our research for this paper
indicates that most organisations regularly collect various
measures on the projects they develop. Very few, however, sys-
tematically analyse the measuresorcollate them into meaningful
metrics. (A measure is of a fundamental dimension or count,
typically expressed in simple units, such as hoursorlines of code.
A metric is the result of combining measures to produce

a

ratio,
such as function pointsorerrorsper lineof code.)
Unless they take measurements before adopting CASE, many
organisationswill install CASEtools in situations where they have
little chance of gaining any benefits from them. Once they have
adopted CASE, they will occasionally stumble over solutions to
their problems, but unless they have measures to guide them on
where to direct their efforts, a lot of time will be wasted and
expectations are boundto be disappointed.
The experience ofVolkswagen Audi (UK) demonstrates the value
of having measures in place. It currently has a development
departmentof50 staff, working on predominantly IBM equipment.
In the middle of 1988, it acquired two CASE tools, IEF and APS,
and started to use them regularly in January 1989. Various
measures were used to assess and monitor the development
environment.They included the basic measures advocated by PEP
as well as several other in-house measures. Volkswagen Audi was
able to demonstrate, quantifiably, that over a three-year period,it
improvedits ability to deliver function to the business by over
60 per cent, improved its productivity considerably in relation to
the industry average, and reduced post-implementation mainten-
ance effort by 50 per cent.

Specific metrics are appropriate for
measuring the impact of CASE
As the needs for CASE tools, and indeed, the CASE tools them-
selves, will vary from organisation to organisation,so, too, will the
measures and metrics used to assess the impact ofCASE. Although
the PEP measures and metrics give some useful insights into the
impact of CASE, they do not, by themselves, identify the full
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benefits that may be sought from the CASE environment. The
measures we recommendto assess the impact of CASEare collected
at the project level and typically analysed to produce metrics at
the departmentlevel. These metrics are used to assess where there
has been change or improvement. Any noticeable trend or
variation will typically require further investigation before
detailed recommendationscan be proposed.
Ideally, the measures should be designed to assess the impact of
CASEonthe performanceofboth the development department and
the business. In practice, however, trying to assess the business
impact of CASEgivesrise to two problems.First,it is difficult to
collect and compare business-performance measures from
different business areas as these measurestypically relate todifferent items, such as sales revenue, orders processed, itemsproduced andso on. Second,it is impossible to relate changes inthe business measures back to changes in the development
department.
Some organisations have tried to overcome these problems bydefiningan artificial relationship between the performanceofthedevelopment department and the performanceofthe business ♥sometimes knownas☁the systems to business exchange rate☂ ♥ butthis is typically either too complex or too simplistic to be useful.Becauseof this, we recommend that measurementsbe taken onlyof the performanceofthe development department, and that theybe used to assess the direct impact of CASE. Developmentdepartments should, however, also be aware of the business-performance measuresand use these as a guide to the effect thatimprovements in the development department are having on thebusiness. The word guide is used deliberately because there aremanyotherfactors, outside the development department, that alsoaffect the business-performance metrics.
The development metrics form what is sometimes called themanagement dashboard for the development environment, withthe metrics formingthedials. Below, we have concentrated on thepart of the dashboard that can show the impact of CASE on thedevelopment environment. Other metrics may be added, but caremust be taken to preventan easy-to-use ☁car-sized☂ dashboard witha few dials expandingto an☁aircraft-sized☂ one with hundreds ofdials that is too complex for most to interpret.
Since we are proposing methodsofmeasuringthe benefits ofCASEratherthan how efficiently the tools are being used,function pointsare used as the measureof size. The recommended metrics are:
♥ Output rate. The output of the development department,measured in function points per man-monthofeffort or perpound spent at both the project and department level. Usereffort should always be included as the level of userinvolvement increases with the use of CASE. This will bedifficult for many organisations to measure because userstypically do not recordtheir time. At the departmentlevel, thismetric is typically accumulated over a quarterly period toremove the variation introduced by different projects. Thismetric should be calculated for projects that deliver newfunctionality to the business. Maintenanceprojects that do notdeliver new functionality, such as conversions and projects
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the performanceofthe develop-
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We recommendeight metrics for
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The impactofCASE on
productivity can

be assessed...

... as can the impact on quality
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aimed at improving operational performance, should not be
included; they are includedin a later metric.

♥ Speed of delivery. The rate at which the development
department produces function, measured in function points
per calendar monthat both the project and departmentlevels.
At the departmentlevel, this is typically accumulated over a
quarterly period. This metric applies only to projects that
deliver function to the business.

♥ Maintenance rate. The amountof effort required to maintain
the applications, measured in function points maintained per
man-month.This can be reportedat the application-arealevel,
suchasfinance, sales and marketing,distribution andso on,
and by type of change ♥ corrective, perfective or adaptive.

♥ Maintenance delay. The sum of the lengths of time that
requests for all changes have been outstanding, divided by the
numberof requests. This may be reported at the application-
area level and by type of change.

♥ Maintenance work ratio. The estimated man-days of effort
required to meet all the changes requested during a period
(typically one calendar month), divided by the effort spent
meeting change requests during the same period. Again, this
may be reported at application-area level and by type of
change.

_♥ Error rates. The numberof errors found during the different
phasesof testing (module,suite, integration), divided by the
size of the system in function points. Typically, this is
measuredat the projectlevel.

♥ Reliability. Calculated by dividing 750 (the approximate
numberof hours in a month) by the number of failures in the
first month.

♥ User satisfaction. The satisfaction of the users with the
applications provided, measured on various aspects, such as
ease of use. The metrics are calculated by dividing an
importance rating by a satisfaction rating.

These metrics should be used to assess the impact that CASEis
havingon the productivity and quality ofthe developmentprocess,
the productivity and quality of the maintenance process, and the
match of the system with users☂ needs.
The impact of CASE on the development process should be
assessed, in termsof productivity, throughthefirst two metrics ♥
☁output rate☂ and☁speedofdelivery☂. An increased rate of output
indicates that more function is being delivered to the business by
the department for a given cost. Increased speed of delivery
indicates that the department is delivering function to the
business faster. These two metrics should be interpreted together
as they are strongly related; an increase in the speed of delivery
may result in a decreasein the rate of output.
In termsofquality, the impact ofCASE on the developmentprocess
should be assessed through the two metrics ☁error rates☂ and
☁reliability☂. These two metrics together indicate the relationship
between theeffectivenessofthe testing process and the numberof
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errors in the system. These two metrics should be interpreted in
each possible combination:
♥ Both poor: Indicates a poor-quality development process(excludingtesting), inadequate testing procedures and a poor-

quality delivered system.
♥ Poor reliability only: Indicates a potentially poor-qualitydevelopmentprocess (excluding testing), inadequate testing

procedures and a poor-quality delivered system.
♥ Poorerror rates only: Indicates a poor-quality developmentprocess (excluding testing), adequate testing procedures and agood-quality delivered system.
♥ Both good: Indicates a good-quality development process(excluding testing), adequate testing procedures and a good-quality system.
The impact of CASE on the maintenance process should beassessed, in terms of productivity, through the three metrics☁maintenance rate☂, ☁maintenance delay☂ and ☁maintenance workratio☂. Increases in the maintenancerate indicate that a greateramount of maintenance is being carried out for a given cost.Decreases in maintenance delay indicate that the delay betweena request for maintenance andits being dealt with is decreasing.A reduction in the maintenance work ratio indicates that thebacklog of effort required to satisfy the maintenance requests isdecreasing.
In termsofquality, the impact ofCASE on the maintenance processshould be assessed through the same two metrics used to assessthe impact on the development process ♥ ☁error rates☂ and☁reliability☂.
The impact of CASE on matching the system to the users☂ needsshould be assessed in terms ofthe two metrics ☁user satisfaction☂and ☁maintenance workratio☂. The higher the satisfaction of users,the better the match betweenthedelivered system and the users☂needs.If user satisfaction is low, there will typically be a series ofchangerequests for corrective maintenance, and the total cost ofthe system will increase.
Using these metrics will enable development managersto assesstheir use of CASE andits impact. As a result of the interpretationofthe metrics, the most appropriateinitiatives can be selected andCASEcan beexploited and used whenit is most appropriate to doso.
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CASE should be adopted with great care

The problems encountered in
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introducing CASE tools
are not insoluble

In this paper, we have shown that, although CASE tools have been.
beneficial to some organisations, they have been a costly failure
for many others. In Figure 6.1, welist the actions that systems
development managers should take to ensure that implementing
CASEis not a disappointing and expensive experiment.
 Figure 6.1 Action checklist
 Review the costs and benefits associated with CASEtools in your
environment:
♥ Assessthe impact of CASEtools on the whole developmentprocess.
♥ Considerthe potential impact of CASE over the next few years.
♥ Compare the benefits and costs and assess the match to the department's
needs.

♥ Consider adopting code generators asa first step towards CASE.
 

If the review clearly favours CASE:
♥ Ensure that adequatetraining is provided to all those using CASE.
♥ Ensure that the CASE tools support the development method.
♥ If piloting, consider a high-profile projectto stimulate rapid adoption.
♥ Review the useofall existing CASE tools and ensurethat they are used only
whentheywill be effective.

♥ Avoid using more than one dictionary.
   If there is any doubt about CASE, do not adoptit.
 

The problems that are commonly encountered by organisations
introducing CASEtools are not insurmountable, and for those that
are properly prepared, they can provide an environmentin which
the promised productivity and quality benefits can be realised.
Organisations do, however, need to be aware of the impact that
CASEwill havein order to exploit the technology to the full.
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Appendix A

Review of the CASE marketplace

According to various CASE experts, the CASE marketplace isstarting to go througha periodofrapid change,with an increasingnumberofmergers and takeovers. This means that many smallersuppliers will either lose market share and collapse, or be takenover. A recent example is the Index/Sage merger, which bringstogether two products, Excelerator and APS. The new company,which has over 10,000 customers worldwide,is called Intersolv.
In 1990, a report from Strategic Focus on the $750-millionworldwide CASE marketplace showed that the top six suppliersheld less than 50 percent ofthe market. The breakdownis shownin Figure A.1. (It does not feature Intersolvy because the Index/Sage merger took placetoo late for the figuresto be included.)
 Figure A.1 In 1990, the top six CASE suppliers held less than 50 per cent ofthe market

KnowledgeWare  

  

 

  

 

   

Texas Instruments

Index TechnologyOther

Andersen Consulting

Pansophic Systems
(now Computer Associates)

CGI Systems   
Aspart of the research for this report, we surveyed the suppliersof CASE tools most commonly used by PEP members. Figure A.2is a summary ofthe information wereceived from them.
The market research company, Gartner, predicts that thefollowing suppliers of CASE tools will survive the market shake-out:

♥ Andersen Consulting with FOUNDATION.
♥ JMA Information Engineering with Information Engineering

Facility (IEF).
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Figure A.2 The suppliers of CASE tools are many and varied
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  No replies were received from Andersen Consulting (FO!

replies to the questionnaire were received from Cognos(

(Source: Questionnaire sent to CASE-tool suppliers)

UNDATION) and IBM (AD/Cycle). Brochures only and no
Powerhouse), Digital (COHESION) and ICL (QuickBuild).  
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♥ KnowledgeWare with Information Engineering Workbench
(IEW/ADW).

♥ Oracle with CASE☝.
Russel Jones, a CASE industry expert, believes that the European
companies, CGI Systems with PACBASE,andpossibly Softlab
with Maestro, should be included.In the United Kingdom, LBMS
may become a worldwide player. Suppliers whosell CASE-related
technology, like databases,will also retain a strong presencein the
CASE marketplace. Examples include Software AG and Cincom
Systems.
Other suppliers that Russel Jonesbelieves are likely to maintain
their places as ☁niche☂ suppliers include both front- and back-endsuppliers. Front-end suppliers will be Intersolv with Excelerator,and possibly Computer Systems Advisers with POSE. Back-endsuppliers will be Computer Associates with Telon, Cognos with
Powerhouse, and Intersolv with APS.
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Appendix B

The CASE/IM profile questions

The organisational-readiness profiles and the tool profiles
discussed in Chapter 3 are based on answersgiven to the questions
listed in this appendix. Membersconsidering using this approach
should contact Howard Rubin Associates in New York for more
detailed information.

Scoring guidefor organisational
readiness
Motivation. On the scoring guide below, indicate the extent to
which you need to improve in each ofthe following categories ♥
efficiency, quality, schedule compliance, flexibility, improved
project management andother. Use the averageofall the scores
as your motivation score.
 
Need to improve

 

Insignificant Low Moderate Intense

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mi ar 9 10
American average(8.2)  
 

Investment. On the scoring guide below, indicate the level of
expenditure per systems professional that you are prepared to
make.
 

Expenditure per systems professional

 

None $5,000 $20,000 $40,000 $100,000
| ☁ ☁ \ \
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ie 8 t 9 10

American average(8.5)  
 

Skills. On the scoring guide overleaf, indicate the percentage of
your staff who are trained in each of the following categories ♥
structured analysis and design, structured programming, and the
software developmentlife cycle. Use the average of all the scores
as your skills score.
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Percentageofstaff trained

 

0% 25% 50% 75% >90%☂ ☁ ☂ ' y
0 1 2 3 a 5 te 7 8 S 10

American average
(5.8)   

Knowledge of concepts. On the scoring guide below, indicate thepercentage of your staff who are knowledgeable about each of thefollowing development concepts ♥ data flow, entity relationship,and information engineering. Use the highest score as your scorefor knowledge of concepts.
 

Percentageof staff knowledgeable about development concepts

 

0% 25% 50% 75% >90%| | | \ '
0 1 2 a 4 t 5 6 z 8 9 10 American average

4.3)
  
Culture. On thescoring guide below, indicate how willing you areto use new tools.
 

Willingness to use new tools

 

Ten years behind In the mainstream Pioneers

0 1 2 3 4 5 i 6 Te 8 9: 10
American average   

Organisation. On the scoring guide below, indicate where
responsibility for introducing newtools resides in the organisation.
 

    
Responsibility for introducing new tools

Organ-isation isdedicated toNo-oneis Productivity change;responsible for . R&D exists experience
improvement; A method,quality as a group good;tool acquisition assurance,or data or is penetrationis ad hoc group exists distributed high

SS ee ee ee ee en eee
American average(4.9)
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Appendix B The CASE/IM profile questions

Technology. On the scoring guide below, indicate what kind of
developmenttechnology is in place.
 

  
Development technology in place

Development
; done on Experience

Batchtesting standalone PCs; withand PC-to-mainframe  workstations/development Interactive interactive LANs/minis/
environment environment(online) connectivity mainframes

0 1 2 3 44 5 6 7 8 9 10
American average  
 

Applicability. On the scoring guide below, indicate the percentage
of development expenditurethatis allocated to new development,
divided by 10.
 

Percentage of developmentexpenditure allocated to new development

 

0% 100%

0 1 2 3 4 te 6 iG 8 9 10
American average(4.8)  
 

Tool-profile scoring guide
Benefits. On the scoring guide below,indicate the perceived benefit
for each ofthe following categories ♥ efficiency, quality, schedule
compliance,flexibility, improved project management andother.
Averageall the scores to obtain your perceived benefit score.
 

Perceived benefit

 

Insignificant Low Moderate Intense

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 g: 10  
 

Cost. Onthe scoring guide below, indicate the cost per systems
professional.
 

Cost per systemsprofessional

   
 

None $10,000 $40,000 $80,000 $200,000

| | |
0 il 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10
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Skills needed. On the scoring guide below, indicate what kind of
skills are required.
 

 

Typeof skill required
StructuredStructured analysis, pro-

analysis and grammingdata Formal and dataNo discipline modelling techniques modelling

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9: 10    
Concepts. On the scoring guide below,indicate the extent to whichthe tool will automate developmentconcepts.
 

Extent to which development concepts are automated

Severalfamiliar

 

= Several conceptsOnefamiliar familiar integrated or Unfamiliarconcept concepis representedin conceptsautomated automated anew way automated

0 1 Zz 3 4 5 6 he 8 3 10   
 

Impact. On the scoring guide below, indicate the impact ofautomation.
 

Impact of automation
Automatingthe wholeprocess andAutomating the systems

 

Automating a Automating Automating a phase and developmentsub-task a task aphase interfaces life cycle

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ra 8 9 10-    
Support needed. Onthe scoring guide below, indicate the level of
support required.
 

 

Level of support required

Internal con-
sultants with SupportNo special Administrative Internal specialist organisationsupport support consultants skills of specialists

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10   
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Appendix B The CASE/IM profile questions

Technology. On the scoring guide below, indicate what kind of
technology is required.
 

Technology required
Development done
on standalone PCs;

 

Batch testing and Interactive PC-to-mainframe New
development environment interactive workstations
environment (online) connectivity or networks

0 Hl 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10  
 

Work spectrum. On the scoring guide below, indicate the
percentage of new developments that can be supported by this
typeof tool, divided by 10.
 

Percentage of new developments supportedbytools

   
 

0% 100%

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 a 8 9 10
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PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity and Quality
Enhancement Programme (PEP) is one of the
research services provided by CSC Index.It is a
participative service whose goal is to improve
productivity and quality in application systems
development.
It provides practical help to systems development
managersandidentifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the pro-
grammekeeps these managersabreastofthe latest
thinking and experienceofexperts and practitioners
in thefield.
The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriberin the form ofa performance assess-
ment, and also publications and forum meetings
commonto all subscribers.
Performance Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a con-
fidential management assessmentof its systems
development performance. The assessmentis based
on a comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large com-
prehensive database. It is presented in a detailed
report and is followed by a workshop with Butler
Coxspecialists, during which an improvementplan
is developed.
PEP Papers
Four PEP Papers are produced each year. They
concentrate on specific aspects of systems develop-
ment managementandoffer practical advice based
on recent research and experience.
Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the
issues highlighted in the previous PEP Paper. The
meetings give participants the opportunity to
discuss the topic in detail and to exchange views
with managers from other memberorganisations.
Previous PEP Papers
1 Managing User Involvement in Systems

Development
Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
Planning and Managing Systems Development
Requirements Definition: The Key to System
Development Productivity
Managing Productivity in Systems Developmentoa

R
w
D

 

PE.P

6 Managing Contemporary System Development
Methods

7 Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality
and Team Working

8 Managing Software Maintenance
9 Quality Assurance in Systems Development

10 Mabie Effective Use of Modern Development
☁ools

11 Organising the Systems Development Depart-
ment

12 Trends in Systems Development Among PEP
Members

13 Software Testing
14 Software Quality Measurement
15 Application Packages
16 Project Estimating
17 Motivating Systems DevelopmentStaff
18 Managing Small Projects
19 Involving Users in Systems Development
20 The Benefits of CASE: Myths and Reality
Forthcoming PEP Paper
Distributed Development
CSC Index
CSC Index is an international consulting group
specialising in information technology, organis-
ational development and business reengineering.
Its services include managementconsulting, applied
research and education.
Other research and advisoryservicesoffered by CSC
Index in Europeare:
Index Vanguard explores the strategic impact of
emerging information technologies.
Quantum, a joint offering of CSC Index and
Michael Hammer, researchesissues for executives
involved in business reengineering.
Directors☂ Forum provides an exclusive advisory
service for the most senior information systems
executives of large European organisations.
PRISM,a jointoffering of CSC Index and Hammer
and Company, provides research on information
management issues for the senior information
systems management team.
The Butler Cox Foundation offers advice and
insight into best practice in information systems
management.
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MrJ Cooper

Butler Cox Foundation
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SD Consulting
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